Regional pulmonary distribution of krypton-81m gas delivered by different breathing systems.
Regional pulmonary distribution of 81mKr gas delivered by three breathing systems was determined. Data from 18 patients were analyzed. Posterior images were obtained using each breathing system in turn. Distribution of Kr gas was determined in terms of penetration and zonal indices. For penetration indices each lung was divided into a central, intermediate, and peripheral region and these indices, defined as the ratio of counts/cell in the intermediate or the peripheral region over those in the central region, were calculated. For the zonal indices each lung was divided equally into upper and lower zones and the percentage ratio of the counts in each zone to the total counts in both lungs was calculated. For all patients, in addition, the size, height, and width of each lung were determined from computer images. These parameters were compared between the breathing systems using a paired t-test. It was found that there were no statistical differences among the three breathing systems, either in the regional pulmonary distribution of the 81mKr gas or in the overall shapes of the lungs.